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Abstract
Rolling-contact mechanisms can provide low-friction motion with unique kinematic paths. We show that developable
surfaces can be used as a design tool for rolling-contact mechanisms joined with compliant bands. These mechanisms
can exhibit 3D motion paths, couple rotational and translational motions into a single degree of freedom, and can
be designed to exhibit various tailored kinetic responses. We set forth developable surface parametrizations well
suited to the creation of rolling contacts. We highlight how the geodesic and principal curvatures of the non-ruling
principal curves of a developable surface are meaningful design quantities for rolling contacts. We provide kinematic
and kinetic analyses and demonstrate several developable compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms in physical
prototypes.
Keywords: Rolling contact, Compliant, Joint, Ruled surface, Developable, Curvature

1. Introduction
Rolling-contact mechanisms are characterized by surfaces exhibiting pure rolling relative to each other to create
relative motion between bodies. These types of mechanisms have proven useful in applications where unique motion
paths are required, friction needs to be kept to a minimum, and under high compressive loads. For example, an
artificial disc replacement rolling mechanism was created for degenerated vertebral discs that mimics the motion of
a healthy disc [1]. Compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms use flexible bands or segments to help enforce the
rolling constraint. Existing compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms commonly utilize cylindrical rolling surfaces
to achieve motion [2–4]. Recently rolling-contact joints created from generalized cylindrical surfaces, surfaces formed
from translating a generator line such that all ruling lines on the surface are parallel to each other, were employed to
create the required panel offsets for a thickness accommodation technique for origami vertices [5]. In addition Lang
et al. set forth theorems for 3D rolling motion [5]. This paper presents a method that illustrates how developable
surfaces can be used to design a family of compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms with both planar and 3D
motion. Specific kinetic responses can also be designed by modifying the stiffness of the flexible bands and curvature
of the rolling surfaces [6].
In Section 2 we give a brief background of rolling mechanisms and developable surfaces. In Section 3 we set
forth a mathematical notation for developable surfaces convenient for rolling contacts, discuss how rolling-contact
mechanisms can be created using developable surfaces as a basis, give kinematic and kinetic models, and discuss a
special case force response, static balance. In Section 4 we show several rolling-contact mechanisms and discuss their
construction. Lastly we close with a final discussion and mention areas of potential future work.
2. Background
2.1. Rolling-contact Mechanisms
Mechanisms incorporating rolling into their motion can provide unique benefits for engineering applications. For
example, ball and other rolling bearings have been commonly used to reduce friction during movement in the past [7]
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and continue to be researched [8]. Cams and followers provide specific cyclic motion and have been highly utilized
in engines [9]. Cylinders rolling on each other, implemented in forms such as gears, can create dramatic changes in
mechanical advantage and change directions of motion [10].
One class of rolling-contact mechanisms uses compliant flexures to enforce a rolling constraint between two
surfaces. For example, a Jacob’s Ladder toy can be considered a compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanism [11].
The COmpliant Rolling-contact Element (CORE) [12] and Xr joint [3] use the same type of flexure architecture as
the Jacob’s Ladder toy to create a joint with two rolling-contact surfaces which curve away from each other, such
as two circles. Multiple stable locations can be built into these compliant-aided rolling-contact joints [4]. Another
flexure arrangement is seen in the Rolamite joint, which exhibits linear motion with very low friction [6]. Advantages
of elliptical rolling-contact joints over circular joints are explored by Montierth et al. [13]. An interesting analysis of
planar rolling-contact mechanisms has been written by Kuntz [14].
It should be noted that compared to a traditional revolute joint where the axis of rotation is stationary throughout
the motion, rolling-contact mechanisms have an instantaneous axis of rotation which continuously moves locations
as the surfaces roll across each other [15]. This quality gives rise to unique motion paths, but also can complicate
actuation and implementation.
In addition, rolling-contact mechanisms have the ability to take complex motions which are normally two degrees
of freedom (translation and rotation), and reduce the system to a single degree of freedom, provided that a no-slip
condition is enforced during the rolling motion [14].
Compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms have been used in multiple applications. Many of these applications
involve some degree of biomimicry, as rolling motions are readily seen in biological joints. A prosthetic knee joint
was designed by Hillberry and Hall [16]. More recently rolling joints were used to mimic the motion of a knee in the
creation of a knee prosthesis and brace [17–19]. Finger joints have been constructed out of cylindrical rolling elements
joined by flexible bands [2, 20]. Rolling joints were employed in the creation of a human-oriented biped robot [21].
Steerable surgical tools have utilized rolling architectures to facilitate small part sizes [22, 23]. A grapser with force
perception was designed using compliant-aided rolling contacts [24]. A deployable compliant-aided rolling-contact
joint was created by employing curved-folding origami techniques [25]. Folding plate structures have been facilitated
using rolling-contact mechanisms [26]. Pellegrino et al. created a compliant-aided rolling-contact joint suited to
deploying structures in space using a tape spring for actuation [27].
Recent work on a thickness accommodation technique for origami patterns used compliant-aided rolling-contact
mechanisms to create offsets between panels as they moved into a stacked position [5]. As part of this work two
rolling-contact theorems were set forth. The first describes how relative planar motion between two bodies that is
well-behaved, meaning the motion never is pure translation, but is always coupled with a rotational component, can be
accomplished through two translationally symmetric surfaces rolling on each other. These translationally symmetric
surfaces are ruled surfaces and can furthermore be described as generalized cylinders. The second theorem states that
relative 3D motion between two bodies that is well behaved and satisfies a no-lateral sliding condition can be created
through rolling two ruled surfaces upon each other. Besides stating these two general theorems, their application was
shown in the paper through the design of rolling surfaces which match the kinematics of origami vertices.
2.2. Developable Surfaces
Rather than creating specific rolling-contact pairs which satisfy origami vertex kinematics, in this paper we will
discuss how developable surfaces can be used to create a family of compliant-aided rolling-contact pairs. A developable surface is a surface that can be created by bending a plane without any stretching or tearing [28]. Developable
surfaces are composed of ruling lines (straight lines) making them also ruled surfaces [29]. Planes, generalized cylinders, generalized cones, and tangent developables are the four basic classes of developable surfaces [30]. The three
classes other than planes are shown in Fig. 1. General or composite developable surfaces can be created by splicing
these classes together using ruling lines or curved creases [31, 32].
The traditional parametric representations of developable surfaces take the form of
r (t, u) = α (t) + uβ (t)

(1)

where t and u are the parameters of the surface, α(t) is the directrix of the surface, and β(t) is the direction of the
ruling lines.
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Figure 1: Three classes of developables shown flat and with curvature. A single cross curve for each class is shown in red in both the curved and
developed states.
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Figure 2: Positive notation for curvature and moments acting on a surface in relation to the standard unit normal of the surface.

Its often convenient to represent developable surfaces with their canonical parametrization r (t, v) = α̂ (t) + vβ̂ (t)
[33]. In this form we require β̂(t) be a unit vector and change u to v to reflect that v is now an arc length along a
ruling line. Additionally for generalized cylinders α̂ (t) (representing a cross section of the cylinder) is orthogonal to
β̂(t), a constant. For generalized cones α̂ (t) is a constant vector pointing to the apex of the cone. Finally for tangent
developables α̂ (t) is the equation for the edge of regression with β̂(t) = α̂0 (t).
We also note that while the canonical parametrization for a generalized cylinder is valid for the interval v ∈
(−∞, ∞), the generalized cone and tangent developable parametrizations represent two developable surfaces, one
where v ∈ [0, ∞) which we call the forward parametrization and one where v ∈ (−∞, 0] which we call the reverse
parametrization.
The standard unit normal, which will be used in this paper, for all orientable developable surfaces [34] can be
found using
rt (t, u) × ru (t, u)
U(t, u) =
(2)
krt (t, u) × ru (t, u)k
where rt (t, u) and ru (t, u) are the partial derivatives of the surface r(t, u) with respect to t and u.
Using the standard unit normal for an orientable developable surface we can define a positive notation that will
be used through the rest of this paper. This notation is shown in Fig. 2 where a positive moment results in positive
curvature which curves the surface towards the direction of the standard unit normal.
A particular family of curves on developable surfaces, the principal curves, are helpful in analyzing and designing
developable rolling contacts. Principal curves follow the principal curvatures of a surface. On a developable surface
the ruling lines form one set of principal curves while the curves crossing perpendicular to the ruling lines (which we
call cross curves for short) form the other set. With the canonical parametrization of developable surfaces the family
of cross curves can be written with t being the parameter of the curve and w differentiating one cross curve from
another as [33]



α̂(t) + w β̂(t)
(generalized cylinder),



c(t, w) = 
(3)
α̂(t)
+
w
β̂(t)
for
w
>
0
or
w
<
0
(generalized cone),



 α̂(t) + s(t, w) β̂(t) for w > t or w < t (tangent developable),
where s(t, w) is the arc length along the edge of regression from t to w. Visually for the planar (developed) mapping
of a developable surface the cross curves are straight lines for generalized cylinders, circular arcs (and a point at the
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cone tip extreme) for generalized cones, and the involutes of the edge of regression for tangent developables.
3. Methods
While planar motion using rolling contacts has been extensively investigated and used in various applications, 3D
motion using rolling-contact joints has been limited. Examples of 3D rolling motion are most often seen in gears,
such as a hyperboloid gears or bevel gears. These are special case scenarios where fixed, skewed axes exist between
two rolling bodies. Analytic studies were conducted for spherical motions using conical cams [35, 36] and designing
for motion paths using instantaneous screw axes has been investigated [37]. Developable surfaces can help further
illuminate the design space available with rolling-contact joints, especially for complex 3D motions.
Planar rolling-contact joint surfaces can be described using generalized cylinders. Rolling-contact joint surfaces
that produce 3D motion can be described with generalized cones and tangent developable surfaces, or combinations
of the primary classes of developable surfaces (general developables). It should be noted that not all rolling surfaces
producing 3D motion are developable. Some ruled surfaces, such as those that create hyperboloid gears, are not
developable and still produce a rolling motion. This research will focus on how developable shapes can be used to
design rolling contacts to access a large portion, but not the entire design space, of rolling-contact joints producing 3D
motion. First we discuss a mathematical notation for developable surfaces conducive to rolling-contact mechanism
design.
3.1. Representing Developable Surfaces for Rolling Contacts
We will see in the following sections that geodesic curvature and ruling curvature of a chosen cross curve highlight
several properties important in rolling-contact mechanism design. The geodesic curvature is a measure of twist about
the unit normal of a curve embedded in a surface. The ruling curvature is a measure of the twist about a ruling
line for a curve embedded in a surface. For a cross curve the ruling curvature is the non-zero principal curvature of
the surface. The importance of these two parameters for a chosen cross curve leads to two scenarios of interest for
representing developable surfaces. The first is that the canonical parametrization of a developable surface is known
leaving the designer to chose a specific cross curve for analysis of the geodesic and ruling curvatures. The second is
that a designer has desired functions for geodesic and ruling curvatures and is interested in finding a parametrization
of the developable surface for which these are valid. We present both directions of work flow below.
3.1.1. From Canonical Parametrizations of Developables to Geodesic and Ruling Curvatures
From the canonical parametrization we choose a single cross curve c(t) by using Eq. 3 and setting w equal to a
value. We can then calculate the geodesic curvature and ruling curvature as
κg (t) = −

1 d(U(t) × T(t))
· T(t)
ṡ
dt

(4)

1 dU(t)
· T(t)
(5)
ṡ dt
where T(t) is the unit tangent vector to the cross curve c(t), U(t) is the standard unit normal to the surface computed
from Eq. 2, and ṡ is the curve speed of the cross curve ( ṡ(t) = kċk).
κr (t) = −

3.1.2. From Geodesic and Ruling Curvatures to Canonical Developable Parametrizations
Similar to the way a space curve can be uniquely defined using its curvature and torsion, we can describe a specific
developable surface with the geodesic curvature κg and ruling curvature κr of a cross curve. As mentioned previously,
while κr for a cross curve is equal to the non-zero principal curvature of a developable surface, we call it the ruling
curvature to specify it as a measure of curvature of a curve lying on a surface rather than a surface curvature. The
geodesic and ruling curvatures are independent of each other with the geodesic curvature containing information about
the direction of ruling lines within the surface while the ruling curvature describes the deviation of the surface from a
plane as one moves along the cross curve.
As the geodesic curvature of a cross curve contains information about the direction of the ruling lines within the
surface, we can determine the class of developable surface by it. Let κg (s) be a function of the geodesic curvature
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Table 1: Summary of Geodesic Curvature Function to Class of Developable Surface

Generalized Cylinder
Generalized Cone
Tangent Developable

Forward Parametrization v ∈ [0, ∞)

Reverse Parametrization v ∈ (−∞, 0]

κg (s) = 0
κg (s) = − v1c (negative constant)
κg (s) = C1 continuous decreasing function
with κg (s) ∈ (−∞, 0)

κg (s) = 0
κg (s) = v1c (positive constant)
κg (s) = C1 continuous decreasing function
with κg (s) ∈ (0, ∞)

defining a cross curve where s is the arc length along the cross curve. The conditions on κg (s) for every class is
summarized in Table 1. For generalized cones vc is a positive constant corresponding the distance from the cone’s
apex to the cross curve.
Our chosen desired geodesic curvature function determines a single cross curve of a developable surface and
consequently the full ruling pattern.
Now we can choose a function for the ruling curvature along the cross curve, κr (s). The continuity of this function
is equivalent to the continuity of the developable surface and a change in sign is reflected as a change in concavity in
the surface.
With these two functions we can write a simplified version of the Darboux formulas (also called the the movingframe equations [38]) because the geodesic torsion for a cross curve is zero [39, 40] and the ruling curvature is equal
to the normal curvature as
 0 
 
T   0 κg κr  T
 0  
 
(6)
L  = −κg 0 0  L
0
U
−κr 0 0 U
where the vectors T, L, U form a Darboux frame and are the unit tangent vector to the cross curve, the unit vector in
the direction of the ruling lines, and the unit surface normal, respectively. The derivative of the vectors is with respect
to the arc length s of the cross curve and the matrix is noted to be skew symmetric. This system of first order ordinary
differential equations can be solved (numerically if need to be) to find T, L, and U as functions of s with a set of initial
conditions T(so ), L(so ), and U(so ).
The canonical parametrizations {α̂ (s) + vβ̂ (s)} in terms of the arc length of the cross curve s can the be written for
each type of surface with
Rs


α̂(s) = α̂(so ) + s T(t) dt


o


α̂(s) = α̂(so ) R




 α̂(s) = α̂(so ) + s T(t) dt +
s
o

1
κg (s) L(s)

−

1
κg (so ) L(so )

(cylinder),
(cone),
(tangent developable),

β̂(s) = L(s)

(all classes)

(7)

where α̂(so ) is an arbitrary vector determining the initial location of the directrix.
We can relate our original choice of κg (s) to a specific cross curve described by w from Eq. 3 by
w = − κg1(s)
s(t, w) = − κg1(s)

(generalized cones)
(tangent developables)

(8)

where it is noted that because cross curves for cylinders are straight lines and do not have unique curvature, κg (s)
could apply to any cylindrical cross curve.
3.2. Designing Rolling-Contact Mechanisms with Developable surfaces
3.2.1. Architecture Modeling
While both convex and concave rolling surfaces can be described with developable surfaces, this work will focus
on pairs of surfaces that curve away from each other. Maintaining a rolling constraint between two bodies with
compliant flexures, such as is seen in the Jacob’s ladder joint, requires two surfaces to curve away from each other. If
an attempt is made to move these rolling bodies away from each other, tension forces develop in the bands resisting the
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Developable Surface 1

Developable Surface 2

1
Attachment
point

Compliant
bands hidden
between layers

Attachment
point
1
Compliant bands

(a) Planar Separated

(b) Planar Stacked

(c) Formed (3D)

Figure 3: Generalized Architecture for a compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanism made of a single developable class shown in an (a) planar
separated state, (b) planar stacked state and (c) formed functional state.

motion. A relationship where two surfaces curve in the same direction for rolling bodies with flexures of negligible
stiffness does not exhibit this behavior as slack in the flexures enables the rolling bodies to move away from each
other. It may be possible to prestress the bands between surfaces which curve in the same direction such that the
no-slip condition is enforced up to a specific force threshold.
Figure 3 shows a generalized architecture for compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanisms such as the CORE joint
and Xr joint. In this architecture two developable surfaces are held together by interwoven flexible bands. Part (a)
of Fig. 3 shows how separating the mechanism at a single point and unfolding the developable surfaces to a flat state
produces an arrangement where all components are contained in a single plane. In some cases where no overlap occurs
between bands and surfaces, this arrangement could be used for monolithic manufacture and subsequent folding of the
mechanism. Part (b) of Fig. 3 shows what the mechanism would look like when folded, but keeping the developable
surfaces and bands in a flat configuration. In this arrangement 3 layers exist (the two unfolded developable surfaces
composing of the outside layers and the bands creating the inside layer). Finally, part (c) shows the folded and formed
mechanism where the developable shapes have taken their final form and rolling motion is exhibited.
In Figures 3 and 4 the ruling lines are shown by thin red lines. The edges of the developable that correspond to
ruling lines, which we will call the ruling line edges, are shown by thick red lines. The thick black boundaries can be
arbitrary selected for the application without consequence to the fundamental rolling motion.
Rolling without slip of two surfaces maintaining line-contact (rather than point-contact) throughout the motion
results in equivalent ruling patterns, or rulings, for the two surfaces. This means that we are limited to creating
line-contact rolling mechanisms where a generalized cylinder rolls on a generalized cylinder, generalized cone on a
generalized cone, or a tangent developable on a tangent developable. It is possible to join developable surface classes
together to create a general developable shape which can be used in rolling-contact mechanisms, however developable
classes will always be rolling on a member of their own class. An architecture using general developables connected
by flexible bands is shown in Fig. 4. Connecting developable classes together to form a general developable surface
can be accomplished by connecting the classes by a common ruling line.
We call the shared ruling pattern of both rolling surfaces the base ruling. If we select any cross curve on the base
ruling we note that the geodesic curvature, κg along this curve is shared by all possible developable shapes that can
roll on each other with line contact. The variation in these shapes can be quantified using the ruling curvature κr along
the cross curve.
There is some flexibility when choosing the path of the compliant bands used to connect two rolling developable
surfaces, which we will call the construction bands. To create the necessary rolling constraint conditions with the
construction bands, the bands must correspond to common geodesics of the two rolling surfaces which connect the
ruling line edges of the surfaces together. When the bands correspond to the geodesics, any motion introduces tensile
forces which hold the two rolling surfaces in contact. If the bands do not correspond to a common geodesic of both
surfaces, then the bodies connected by the bands can move relative to each other without introducing band tension.
It is convenient to view developable surfaces in a planar state when determining the path for the flexible bands,
as a geodesic in a plane corresponds to a straight line. In this arrangement construction bands can be chosen as any
straight line connecting the ruling edges which do not leave the surface and do not cross one another, or when the
bands have thickness, the bands do not overlap. If a smaller range of motion is desired, construction bands can be
connected between the two ruling lines that correlate to the lines of contact for the two most extreme positions. In the
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General Developable Surface 1
Generalized Cone
Patch
Compliant
bands hidden
between layers

1
Attachment
point

Compliant bands

(a) Planar Separated

Connected together
along ruling line
Generalized Cylinder
Patch

(b) Planar Stacked

(c) Formed (3D)

General Developable Surface 2
Attachment
point
1

Figure 4: Generalized Architecture for a compliant-aided rolling-contact mechanism made of general developables shown in an (a) planar separated
state, (b) planar stacked state and (c) formed functional state.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Compliant construction band path possibilities enabling more than 360 degrees of rotation, where multiple instances of the planar shape
(shown in the lighter colors) are pieced together by ruling lines and the bands are connected from one ruling edge to the other extreme ruling edge
in straight lines without crossing each other or overlapping.

case where full rotation is possible with the two surfaces, that is the ruling line edges of the surfaces are connected
together when the surfaces are formed as is the case with a full cylinder rotating on a full cylinder, the bands can
be extended to allow for a larger range of motion. This can be accomplished by lengthening the bands within the
envelope created by connecting multiple instances of the surface together as is shown in Fig. 5. It should be noted
that some paths chosen for bands which provide more than 360 degrees of rolling motion can result in overlap of the
bands wrapping multiple times around the surfaces.
3.2.2. Kinematic Modeling
The kinematics of rolling contacts has been extensively studied for point contact rolling rigid bodies as well as
line contact rolling [5, 41–44]. In the following kinematic modeling we present a sequence of steps particularly suited
to tracking the position of any point on a body during rolling motion for developable shapes which curve away from
each other.
Let rg (t, v) be a canonical parametrization of a developable surface which is grounded. Let r1 (t, v) be a canonical
parametrization of a developable surface curving away from rg (t, v) which can roll on rg (t, v). As explained in a
previous section for the rolling condition to be met r1 (t, v) must have an equivalent ruling pattern as rg (t, v) and thus
the geodesic curvature of the cross curves cg (t, w) and c1 (t, w) will be equivalent for all w. Furthermore, we require
rg (0, v) = r1 (0, v), which represents the initial line of contact between the two surfaces, and the standard unit normals
for rg (t, v) and r1 (t, v) found from Eq. 2 at t = 0 are equivalent giving equivalent tangent planes at the initial line of
contact. This initial configuration is shown in Fig. 6(a) for cylindrical rolling surfaces and Fig. 7(a) for conical rolling
surfaces.
While it can be difficult to find pairs of canonical parametrization which meet these criteria other than for simple
cases, it is straightforward to write a pair of canonical parametrizations by defining a shared base ruling with a function
κg (s) and allowing the two surfaces to have differing ruling curvature functions κr (s) (one negative and one positive if
two surfaces are to curve away from each other enabling a compliant band architecture). This procedure was discussed
previously in Section 3.1.2.
Let P denote any point on the rolling body containing the surface r1 (t, v). We will track the motion of this point
throughout rolling r1 (t, v) on the grounded rg (t, v). Let P0 to be the vector from the origin to the point P when t = 0.
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rg(t*,vc)

q(t*,vc)
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(0,0,0)
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Figure 6: Cylindrical rolling surfaces showing (a) the initial position (b) the frames used to develop the rotation matrix (c) the rolled state at t∗ .

U
q(t*,vc)
r1(t*,vc)

r1(0,vc) = rg(0,vc)
U

r1(0,vc) = rg(0,vc)

r1(t*,vc)

rg(t*,vc)
U(t*)
L(0)
U(0) {1} U(t*) L(t*)
T(t*)
{2g}
T(0)

L(t*)

rg(t*,vc)

{2r}

P

T(t*)
P0

P0

(a)

r1(0,0) = rg(0,0)

(b)

{0}

(0,0,0)

(0,0,0)
rg(t*,vc)
R*q(t*,vc)
P

P(t*)

rg(0,0)

(c)

(0,0,0)

Figure 7: Conical rolling surfaces showing (a) the initial position (b) the frames used to develop the rotation matrix (c) the rolled state at t∗ .

To establish the position of point P throughout the rolling motion we can write vector, q, from a point lying on the
line of contact to point P as
q(t, vc ) = −r1 (t, vc ) + P0

(9)

where vc is an arbitrarily chosen constant to define a reference point along a ruling line. We will show how to formulate
a rotation matrix, R which will rotate q to the appropriate angle for a particular state of rolling. We can then translate
the rotated vector to its appropriate position during rolling as shown in Figa. 6(c) and 7(c). The rotation matrix R is
formulated by combining the contributions of both the ground and rolling surfaces to changing the angle of the vector
q. We can define a particular position during the rolling with t = t∗ . Because the parameter t describes movement
from ruling line to ruling line, which is also how the rolling motion progresses, this single parameter is sufficient to
define the position of the rolling body.
The contribution of each surface to the rotation of vector q is calculated with the following method. We call the
world coordinate frame {0} as shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(b). We create a coordinate frame {1} at the initial line of
contact, t = 0, aligned with T(0), L(0), and U(0). These vectors are computed in the world frame using Eq. 2 for U(0)
and
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ċ(0)
kċ(0)k
L(0) = U(0) × T(0)
where ċ(t) is the derivative of a cross curve of either surface for a chosen w.
The rotation matrix R01 to rotate frame {0} to frame {1} is
h
i
R01 = T(0) L(0) U(0)
T(0) =

(10)

We create frames {2g} and {2r} at the position t = t on the ground surface and rolling surface, respectively. Frames
{2g} and {2r} are not shared between the two surfaces unlike Frame 1. Frame {2g} is aligned with unit vectors T(t∗ ),
L(t∗ ), and U(t∗ ) where U(t∗ ) is found from Eq. 2 using the ground surface rg and
∗

T(t∗ ) =

ċg (t∗ )
ċg (t∗ )

L(t∗ ) = U(t∗ ) × T(t∗ )
where ċg (t) is the derivative of a cross curve of the ground surface for a chosen w.
The rotation matrix R02g to rotate frame {0} to frame {2g} is
h
i
R02g = T(t∗ ) L(t∗ ) U(t∗ )

(11)

Frame {2r} and rotation matrix R02r is found in a similar manner using the rolling surface rather than the ground
surface t compute T(t∗ ), L(t∗ ), and U(t∗ ).
With these rotation matrices we can compute the contribution of the ground surface Rg and of the rolling surface
Rr to the rotation of vector q as
Rg = R02g R01
Rr =

T

T
R02r R01

(12)
(13)

Finally the full rotation matrix, R for rotating vector q with both the rolling and grounded surface contributions is
defined by
R = Rg RTr

(14)

P(t∗ ) = rg (t∗ , vc ) + Rq(t∗ , vc )

(15)

∗

We can write the vector P to point P at t as

These equations enable us to track the position of a point on the rolling body for any class of developable surface
pair rolling on each other. By writing the rotation matrices as functions of t it is possible to differentiate Eq. 15 to find
the velocity and acceleration of any point during the motion.
We can use Euclidean transformations applied to the parametric equation representation of the rolling surface to
express how the entire surface changes rather than a single point. We accomplish this by tracking the origin of the
parametric equation using the procedure above to obtain rotation matrix R and vector P. These are applied to the
rolling surface parametric equation as
rt∗ (t, v) = Rα̂ (t) + vRβ̂(t) + P

(16)

to find rt∗ , the parametric surface representation of the rolling surface when the line of contact is at the ruling line
specified by t∗ . Note that this expression rotates the directrix, α̂(t), about the origin. It is oftentimes desirable to rotate
the directrix about its initial point. This can be accomplished by using the following equation
rt∗ (t, v) = R(α̂ (t) − α̂(to )) + α̂(to ) + vRβ̂(t) + P
where α(to ) is the vector to the initial point of the directrix.
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(17)

r1(0,v)

t

tf
Rolling Surface (r1)
U
t*

Band 1 (b1)

M1,1
Mg,g

M1,g
Mg,1

Band g (bg)

t*

U

Grounded Surface (rg)
t
tf

rg(0,v)

Figure 8: Kinetic model for generalized cylinder surfaces which curve away from each other.

3.2.3. Kinetic Modeling
Stiffness can be introduced into a rolling-contact mechanism joined with compliant flexures by adding additional
bands with non-negligible bending stiffness, or by adding stiffness to the construction bands themselves. Adding
stiffness can enable a designer to choose a desired moment-rotation response throughout the rolling-contact motion.
The kinetic modeling developed here for rolling-contact mechanisms will describe the moment required to roll the
rolling body about the grounded body. Moon et al. describe the kinetic modeling for a rolling mechanism synthesized
from an equivalent four-bar linkage [20]. Here the kinetic modeling will utilize the vector equations employed in the
kinematic modeling of the previous section and extend the analysis to conical and tangent developed rolling surfaces.
Let’s consider first generalized cylindrical surfaces rolling on each other. Figure 8 shows a free body diagram of
the two rolling bodies midway through the rolling motion with a cut made to the bands with stiffness at t∗ and the
rolling bodies moved apart for clarity. Band g represents all the bands connected to the grounded surface on the ruling
line rg (0, v) and then to the rolling surface r1 (t f , v) where t f is the endpoint of the rolling surfaces. This representative
band is shown in white in Fig. 8. Similarly, Band 1 represents all bands connected to the rolling surface on the ruling
line r1 (0, v) and then to the grounded surface on the ruling line rg (t f , v). This band is shown with the cross hatchings.
The resulting moments from cutting the bands at t∗ are shown and labeled in the figure using the positive notation set
forth earlier.
From the figure we can write the total moment exerted on the body with the rolling surface by summing the
moments where the counterclockwise direction is positive as
Mtot = −Mg,g + Mg,1 − M1,g + M1,1 + Mg

(18)

where Mg is the moment caused by the weight of the body of the rolling surface.
The Bernoulli-Euler relation for beams in bending can be used to write the moment expression in terms of the
geometry and material properties of the bands and the geometry of the rolling surfaces. This relation for a beam in
bending is expressed as
EI
= EIκ1
(19)
R
where M is the moment induced by bending, E is Young’s modulus of the material, I is the second moment of area
for the axis in bending, and R is the radius of curvature of the deformed beam (the inverse of the non-zero principal
curvature, κ1 ).
By applying the Bernoulli-Euler relation to Eq. 18 we have the following expression for the total moment exerted
on the rolling surface, r1 as
M=
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vf (t)

v0(t)

dt

Construction
Bands

dv
dM
dM

Stiffness
Band

E

h(t)

Figure 9: Diagram of a conical surface with construction and stiffness bands with a differential element of the stiffness band shown in detail. The
standard unit normal is coming out of the page.

Mtot (t) = −

Ebg Ibg (t) Eb1 Ib1 (t) Ebg Ibg (t) Eb1 Ib1 (t)
+
−
+
+ Mg (t)
Rg (t)
Rg (t)
R1 (t)
R1 (t)

(20)

where Ebg and Eb1 are the material moduli of Band g and Band 1 respectively, Ibg (t) and Ib1 (t) are the second moment
of area about the bending axis for Band g and Band 1 respectively, Rg (t) and R1 (t) are the radii of curvature (whose
signs are determined by the surface normals shown in Fig. 8) for the ground surface rg and the rolling surface r1
respectively, and Mg (t) is the moment caused by the weight of the body with the rolling surface.
It is possible to add a stiffness response to the rolling-contact joint through pre-curving the stiffness bands. In this
case Eq. 20 becomes
Mtot (t) = −

Ebg Ibg (t)
Ebg Ibg (t)
Eb1 Ib1 (t)
Eb1 Ib1 (t)
+
−
+
+ Mg (t)
Rg (t) − Rbg (t) Rg (t) − Rb1 (t) R1 (t) − Rbg (t) R1 (t) − Rb1 (t)

(21)

where Rbg (t) and Rb1 (t) are the radii of precurvature of Band g and Band 1 respectively where the sign is determined
from the unit normal shown in Fig. 8.
By examining Eq. 21 we can see that the force response of a rolling joint can be specified by choosing a combination of the curvature of the rolling surfaces, precurvature of the flexible bands, and stiffness of the bands either
through geometry and material choice or both.
For generalized cones and tangent developed rolling-contact surfaces a kinetic model can also be developed to
describe the moment required to roll one surface over the other. For generalized conical and tangent developed
surfaces it should be noted that the model becomes more complex as the curvature of the surface changes as one
moves along a single ruling line causing the moment developed in the band to vary along the ruling lines.
We can find this variation of curvature along a ruling line in terms of κg and κr of a cross curve using the first
and second fundamental forms as described in [45] with the canonical parametrization of a surface. For conical and
tangent developable surfaces this results in the variation of the principal curvature as one moves along a ruling line at
t as
!
κr (t) 1
κ1 (v) = −
(22)
κg (t) v
With the variation of the curvature along a ruling line we are prepared to write an expression for the differential
moment produced by a differential piece of a stiffness band as shown in Fig. 9. Using the Bernoulli Euler relationship
of Eq. 19 we can write
dM = E

(dv)h(t)3
κ1 (v)
12
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(23)

where dM is the differential moment, E is Young’s modulus of the band, dv is the differential length along the ruling
line, h(t) is the height of the stiffness band at t, and κ1 (v) is the principal curvature as a function of v. Integrating this
expression gives
Z
Eh(t)3 v f (t)
κ1 (v)dv
(24)
M(t) =
12
v0 (t)
where v0 (t) and v f (t) are the positions along the ruling line where the stiffness band begins and ends as a function of t.
If the stiffness band is initially curved we can write the moment equation as
Eh(t)3
M(t) =
12

Z

v f (t)

κ1 (v) − κ1,b (v)dv

(25)

v0 (t)

where k1,b (v) is the variation of the non-zero principal curvature for the band’s initial shape.
A figure similar to Fig. 8 can be constructing for conical and tangent developed rolling surfaces. Similarly, the
relationship of Eq. 18 is valid for these types of surfaces. We can use this equation to write an expression for the total
moment exerted on a rolling body by the stiffness bands for conical and tangent developed surfaces using Eq. 24 or
Eq. 25 if the bands are precurved. For example, to write the expression for M1,g of Eq. 18 for a conical rolling surface
without precurved stiffness bands we use Eq. 24 where k1 (v) is determined from Eq. 22 for the rolling surface r1 and
h(t), v0 (t), v f (t), and E, are determined from Band g.
3.2.4. Special Case Force Response, Static Balance
One special case of a force displacement response potentially available with these rolling-contact mechanisms is
that of static balance, or a zero-force response. As suggested by its name, static balance refers to a condition where the
rolling-contact mechanisms requires no force (if friction is considered to be negligible) to quasi-statically move from
one position to a finitely separated other position. Mechanisms that are statically balanced can greatly reduce the size
of actuators required to cause movement, increase energy efficiency, and provide accurate force feedback [46, 47].
Static balance of rolling-contact mechanisms can be achieved by adjusting the geometry, pre-curvature, and materials affecting Eq. 21 such that Mtot (t) is equal to zero for every value of t. An example of statically balancing a
rolling-contact mechanism will be shown in results and discussion section of this paper.
4. Results and Discussion
This section will show and discuss several prototypes demonstrating the principles explained above for creating rolling-contact mechanisms using developable surfaces and show an example of designing a statically balanced
rolling-contact mechanism created by tailoring the mechanism’s force response.
A rolling-contact mechanism with rolling surfaces comprised of generalized cylinders in the form of parabolas
was 3D printed (Makerbot 2) with polylactic acid (PLA) and is shown in Fig. 10. The rolling surfaces were combined
using flexible canvas bands. This particular rolling mechanism results in a straight line path for the focus of one of the
parabolic surfaces as it rolls across the other anchored parabolic surface. Motion paths calculated from the procedure
described in the methods section for ten other points on the rolling body are shown in Fig. 10.
Several paper models were constructed for rolling-contact mechanisms using developable surfaces. These were
constructed by designing the mechanism in the flat state where the construction bands are straight lines and then
increasing the ruling curvature of the surface while holding the ruling line positions fixed to make the formed 3D
shape. One interesting paper rolling-contact mechanism was created from a convex hull of two disks, similar to an
oloid. The width of the developed (flat) pattern of this shape is 4R where R is the radius of the semicircle caps, and
the height 3.535R as shown in Fig. 11. This shape is a general developable (using two or more types of the four
fundamental developable surfaces) and a rolling developable as it develops its entire surface on a plane as it rolls [48].
Figure 11 also shows a folded paper prototype of this oloid-like rolling-contact mechanism.
A generalized conical rolling-contact mechanism was 3D printed out of PLA with braided filament (SpiderWire
Stealth-Braid 36.2 kg (80 lb) test) used as the construction bands. Bead crimps and small 3D printed blocks were
used to appropriately tension the bands. The joint is shown in Fig. 12 in multiple positions. A tangent developable
rolling-contact mechanisms was also constructed in the same manner and is shown in Fig. 13.
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Figure 10: (a) Generalized cylinder (parabolic surfaces) rolling-contact mechanism and (b) the kinematic paths of 11 points on the rolling body
with the straight line path emphasized in orange.

Figure 11: The flat pattern of a general developable (convex hull of two disks similar to an oloid) rolling-contact mechanism (top) and the
mechanism constructed of paper in four rolled states (bottom).

Figure 12: 3D printed generalized conical rolling-contact mechanism in multiple positions demonstrating the range of motion.

Figure 13: 3D printed tangent developable rolling-contact mechanism in multiple positions demonstrating the range of motion.
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Figure 14: (a) 3D printed conical rolling contact demonstrating the coupling of rotation and translation and (b) model of the rolling surfaces and
kinematic paths of the sheets endpoints.

To demonstrate the unique coupling of rotation and translation into a single degree of freedom joint, two conical
mechanisms were 3D printed with Tyvek bands and attached to flat sheets of balsa. Figure 14 shows how the flat
sheets of balsa are spread apart at one extreme in the joint’s range of motion and compactly stored together at the
other extreme.
4.1. Statically Balanced Generalized Cylindrical Rolling-contact Mechanism
A statically balanced rolling-contact mechanism was designed, built, and is shown in Fig. 15. The weight of the
moving arm of the mechanism was desired to be balanced throughout the motion. A circle and a plane were chosen
as the rolling-contact surfaces. Three bands with no pre-curvature were used to hold the surfaces together during the
rolling motion. Two of the bands were assumed to have negligible bending stiffness as they were made of thin steel
shim stock. The other band made of spring steel also served to provide the stiffness response to counteract the weight
of the rolling arm. The design process using the method developed in this paper will be explained here.
The two rolling-contact surfaces were represented mathematically; the plane as
 
v
 
rg (s, v) =  s 
(26)
 
0
and the quarter circle as




v


s
r1 (s, v) =  R sin R 


s
−R cos R + R
Alternatively the surfaces can be expressed using geodesic and ruling curvature functions as
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(27)

Figure 15: (a) The rolling-contact surfaces and kinematic path of the center of gravity of a rolling-contact mechanism designed to be statically
balanced, (b) the constructed mechanism and (c) the test set up to measure the force response of the mechanism.

(

κg (s) = 0 κr (s) = 0
(plane)
κg (s) = 0 κr (s) = 1/R (circle)

(28)

For either representation we restrict s ∈ [0, πR
2 ] for a quarter circle of rolling contact and v ∈ [0, 6].
The center of gravity of the 500 gram arm was selected to be 150 mm directly above the rolling-contact point
when the arm is in a vertical position. The moment about the rolling-contact point caused by the weight of the arm
was computed through the rolling motion. This was accomplished by using Eq. 15 to track the position of the rollingcontact point and the center of gravity enabling the length of the moment arm to be computed throughout the motion.
The graph of the moment caused by the weight of the arm is plotted in Fig. 16 by the line for the analytical moment
without balancing. The geometry of the steel band was computed such that the moment caused by gravity was to be
balanced by the rolling mechanism. The Bernoulli-Euler relationship from Eq. 19 was used to relate the moment as a
function of arc length of the band, s, to the second moment of area of the band as a function of arc length, I(s). Further
we know that for a circle of radius R, like was chosen for the rolling surface, the curvature is κ = 1/R, a constant. This
along with a substitution of the second moment of area for a rectangular cross section where h is a constant height and
b is the width varying with arc length of the band gives
b(s)h3
MR
=
12
E
We can solve for function of the width of the band as it varies by arc length as

(29)

12RM(s)
(30)
Eh3
Our selection of the height h and radius for the circular surface, R determine the maximum bending stress experienced in the beam independent of the value of b. This can be seen by taking the equation for bending stress
b(s) =

Mz
(31)
I
where σb is the bending stress and z is the distance from the neutral axis to the point of interest in the cross section,
solving for M and substituting into the Bernoulli-Euler relationship given by Eq. 19. Using the second moment of
area for a rectangular beam in the equation, setting z to its maximum value, and simplifying gives
σb =

Ehκ
(32)
2
where we can see the stress due to bending is independent of the width b. This relation gives us guidance in selecting
an appropriate h and curvature to ensure the design will not yield the stiffness band.
σb =
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Figure 16: A graph of the moment occurring through a full cycle of motion (up and down) for various dummy moment loads with the dummy load
subtracted from the measured data.

The band was also adjusted at one end (by increasing b near this end) to create a small moment to keep the
mechanism in an upright position. Once moved more than approximately 8 degrees from the vertical, the mechanism
moves into a statically balanced state. This initial resistance to perturbations is shown by the sloped section in Fig. 16
at the left end of the line of the analytically expected moment.
A spring (visible in the bottom right of Fig. 15(b)) was added when anchoring the stiffness band to regulate the
tension in all of the bands, though during motion this spring is inactive with the entire balancing force due to the
stiffness band alone. The moment displacement response as the arm moves from a vertical to horizontal position and
back was measured using a hydraulic tensile testing machine (Instron Model 1321 with a 22.3 N (5 lb) load cell ).
Several dummy moments ranging from 0 N · m to 5.51 N · m were applied to the mechanism for the testing as it can
be difficult to measure zero force. This moment was applied by hanging weights across the bottom cylinder (which
provides a constant moment arm if the distributed load from the string on the cylinder is considered negligable) and
attaching the other end of the cable to the force gauge on the tensile tester. Using this set up the moment displacement
response can be found and is plotted in Fig. 16. In this plot the dummy moment has been subtracted from the measured
values to show deviation from the zero force response more clearly. The data shows limited hysteresis in the rolling
contact motion.
The plots show that the stiffness band did not provide enough of a counter moment to fully balance the mechanism.
This reduced load could be due in part to a lifting-off effect occurring between the cylinder and plate it rolls on. The
stiffness band wants to push the rolling cylinder off the flat plate. While this separating motion is resisted by the
tension bands, the initial resistance to lift off is zero no matter how much initial tension is applied to the tension
bands. This allows for some separation between the rolling bodies and decreases the curvature of the stiffness band.
Since the curvature is proportional to the moment, a decrease in curvature is reflected in the graph as a decrease in the
counter-moment to balance the mechanism. Further study could help characterize this effect and how designs can be
built to accommodate it.
Additional further study could be conducted to determine an approach for designing rolling-contact surfaces for
desired motion paths and exploration of alternative connection methods which maintain a rolling constraint with or
without compliant bands.
5. Conclusions
This work has developed kinematic and kinetic models that enable the design of novel mechanisms from developable surfaces within the class of rolling-contact mechanisms. The measures of geodesic and ruling curvature of
cross curves were emphasized to help designers see which combinations of developable surfaces can roll on each
other. The possible paths of the compliant bands that create the rolling constraint between two bodies were analyzed.
Several prototypes demonstrating the capabilities of this design method were constructed. One of these prototypes
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showed how stiffness bands can be added to these rolling mechanisms to create a tailorable force-displacement response. It is anticipated that a greater understanding of these rolling-contact mechanisms will lead to their use in
applications where unique kinematic paths (particularly 3D paths) and kinetic responses are required.
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